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Mother gives Big Brother and Little Brother a box of colour pencils to draw with.
The two brothers quarrel over the coloured pencils. Each of them wants to have his own way.
They argue and argue. “Let’s share them out,” they say when they can’t agree. Big Brother thought of an idea. “All right then, you take half and I’ll take half,” Big Brother suggests. Little Brother agrees.
The two brothers put the six pencils on the table, close their eyes, and take turns picking up the pencils. Big Brother gets the red, yellow and orange pencils, and Little Brother gets the green, blue and black ones.
Little Brother draws a white rabbit. “That’s not me,” the white rabbit says. “Look, my eyes are red, not green.” “But I haven’t got a red pencil,” Little Brother complains.
Big Brother draws a cabbage for the white rabbit to eat. "I don't want it," the rabbit says. "Cabbages are green, not red." "But I haven't got a green pencil," says Big Brother sadly.
Just then a cock comes along and asks Little Brother to draw a picture of him. When it is finished, the cock keeps shaking his head. "It doesn't look like me at all," he says and goes off in a huff.
A swallow flies past for Big Brother to draw her. “That’s not a bit like me,” she says, flying away angrily.
"I won't draw any more cocks, rabbits or swallows,"
Big Brother says. "I'll do a little boy."
"I'll draw a little girl," says Little Brother.
Look, the little boy in the picture is crying because he is so ugly.
In the other picture the little girl is also crying. “I look like a monster,” she says.
The boy and the girl cry and cry. This makes two brothers very sad.
"Let’s share the pencils again," Big Brother suggests.
"Yes, let’s," Little Brother cheerfully agrees.
The red-eyed white rabbit that Big Brother draws jumps over to eat up the green cabbage Little Brother has drawn for him.
The cock and the swallow are very pleased with the way they are now.
Big Brother’s little boy and Little Brother’s little girl are waving to each other happily.
Two brothers draw a white rabbit and some children dancing round a peacock among pretty flowers.
Mother is so pleased with their pictures that she tells them what good children they are.
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